The present paper deals with morphographemic alternations in Czech derivation with regard to the build-up of a large-coverage lexical resource specialized in derivational morphology of contemporary Czech (DeriNet database). After a summary of available descriptions in the Czech linguistic literature and Natural Language Processing, an extensive list of alternations is provided in the first part of the paper with a focus on their manifestation in writing. Due to the significant frequency and limited predictability of alternations in Czech derivation, several bottom-up methods were used in order to adequately model the alternations in DeriNet. Suffix-substitution rules proved to be efficient for alternations in the final position of the stem, whereas a specialized approach of extracting alternations from inflectional paradigms was used for modelling alternations within the roots. Alternations connected with derivation of verbs were handled as a separate task. DeriNet data are expected to be helpful in developing a tool for morphemic segmentation and, once the segmentation is available, to become a reliable resource for data-based description of word formation including alternations in Czech.
Introduction
Concerning the internal structure of complex words in the Czech lexicon, derivation is the dominant process of word formation, highly prevailing over compounding in Czech (Dokulil, 1962; Dokulil et al., 1986) . All types of derivation (esp. prefixation and suffixation) in Czech may be accompanied by vowel or consonant alternations in the root and/or in affixes.
1 Morphographemic alternations are the major source 1 In the paper, the term "root" refers to a morpheme that cannot be further analysed while "stem" is used, less specifically, for the part of a word without inflectional affixes (Haspelmath and Sims, 2010; of allomorphy in Czech. They diversify the formal shape of a base word and the particular derived word; cf. palatalization of the final consonant of the root morpheme by adding a diminutive suffix in ex. (1) and an analogous alternation of the final consonant in the first diminutive suffix during the subsequent formation of a double diminutive in (2). Several alternations in a single derivational step are documented in ex. (3), namely a vowel alternation in the prefix and a consonant alternation in the final position of the root, or in (4) with a vowel alternation, a vowel insertion, and a consonant alternation in the root. The paper is organized as follows. Starting with a note on terminology, Section 2 provides an overview of linguistic descriptions of morphographemic alternations and available approaches in Natural Language Processing (NLP) of Czech, including the derivational database DeriNet which is in focus of the paper. A detailed classification of alternations in the contemporary Czech lexicon follows in Section 3. Attached to the section, we provide a complete list of alternations supported with examples.
Due to the size of the DeriNet database (exceeding 1 million words), derivational relations, including all types of alternations, have been identified semi-automatically (Sect. 4). Suffix-substitution rules proved to be efficient for alternations in the final position of the stem, whereas a specialized approach of extracting alternations from inflectional paradigms was used for modelling alternations within the roots. Alternations connected with derivation of verbs were handled as a separate task.
Section 5 concludes with an analysis of main types of alternations not yet covered in DeriNet and provides a perspective of using the DeriNet data in the development of a tool for morphemic segmentation as well as in the linguistic research into word formation in general and into morphographemic alternations in particular. depalatalization), mostly due to the contact with a front or iotified vowel in order to allow for a more comfortable pronunciation. Three rounds of palatalization of velar consonants in Proto-Slavic were reconstructed, for each round several irregularities and exceptions were stated (Lamprecht et al., 1986; Večerka, 2016) . The source of a part of vowel-zero alternations in contemporary Czech are both systematic and accidental changes of the yer-vowels in Proto-Slavic (Lamprecht et al., 1986; Ziková, 2016b ). However, due to different counter-tendencies, such as the trend to preserve the vowel quantity of the base word; cf. the e>é alternation in ex. (5) vs. its lack in (6), and o>ů in (7) vs. (8) (Dokulil, 1962, p. 170) , the resulting synchronic picture of alternations in the Czech derivation seems to be highly irregular (similarly to other languages; cf. Bybee and Brewer, 1980) . Diachronic changes and the synchronic distribution of vowel-zero alternations in Czech were treated within the framework of generative phonology (Scheer et al., 2011; Scheer and Ziková, 2010) . The diachronic perspective is also taken by Pognan and Panevová (2013) who examine common Slavic roots as a basis for research into Slavic intercomprehension. Less recent studies (Stankiewicz, 1986 (Stankiewicz, , 1960 Rubenstein, 1950) placed alternations in Czech in the cross-linguistic context of other Slavic languages.
A synchronic description of alternations in derivation was included in Dokulil's fundamental study on Czech derivation (Dokulil, 1962, esp. pp. 159-178) , which has become a widely respected and, in fact, the only common ground of word-formation descriptions in Czech grammars and specialized studies since then (Daneš et al., 1967; Dokulil et al., 1986; Čermák, 2012; Štícha, 2013 etc.) . 6 However, description of alternations is usually spread over the chapters on word formation and inflectional morphology with only sporadic mutual links. The most complex and elaborate description so far is by Ziková (2015) , which is still a pilot study for an intended grammar of Czech and is limited to quantitative alternations and vowel-zero alternations.
Two existing morphemic dictionaries might be relevant for the topic of alternations in Czech. In Šiška's dictionary (Šiška, 2005) , root morphemes of a part of the Czech lexicon are grouped together according to their lexical meaning; each n-tuple of the root allomorphs is supplemented with a selective list of lexemes. In the dictionary by Slavíčková (1975) , lexemes are analysed into morphemes and listed retrogradely without mutual connections. None of the dictionaries is machine tractable, their usability for our task was very limited.
A formalized description of selected types of alternations in Czech inflection was a part of the inflectional dictionary by Osolsobě (1996) ; it focused on alternations of consonants in the final position of the stem. The dictionary was used in automatic morphological analysis by the Ajka (later on, Majka) analyser and in other tasks in NLP of Czech (Osolsobě, 2015) ; see Sect. 2.3.
Alternations in Natural Language Processing and language resources for Czech
In NLP of Czech, alternations were handled in both large-coverage inflectional analysers used for Czech, namely in the Ajka analyser (Sedláček and Smrž, 2001; Sedláček, 2004; Šmerk, 2007) and in the analyser developed by Hajič (2004) .
The dictionary of the analyser Ajka can be searched for derivationally related pairs (or n-tuples) by the tool Deriv (Osolsobě et al., 2009 ) using regular expressions. When searching for pairs of words with alternations, each alternation must be specified with a separate regular expression. A similar tool, Morfio (Cvrček and Vondřička, 2013) , searches for pairs with a common base and different affixes in the Czech National Corpus; the words need not to be in a derivational relation. The tool makes it possible to include several tens of pairs of alternations into the queries (44 pairs without respect to which of the graphemes is in the base and in the derivative). However, both tools suffer from massive overgeneration.
In a close relation to Ajka, a derivational analyser for Czech called Derivancze was developed (Pala and Šmerk, 2015) . The data of Derivancze are not available for a free download, but can be queried by a web tool. For a word filled in into the web form, the tool gives a base word and a direct derivative if found in the underlying dictionary data. It was not explicitly addressed by Pala and Šmerk (2015) whether and to which extent alternations were handled in Derivancze. Nevertheless, a random search for several examples containing alternations showed a rather unsystematic approach to this phenomenon. For instance, the diminutive domek is correctly linked with the base noun dům 'house' in Derivancze whereas the diminutive stolek is connected incorrectly with a non-existing string stol (instead of stůl 'table'), hrošík 'hippo' (dimin.) was not found by the tool, no parent was found for chiruržka 'woman surgeon'.
The morphological analyser by Hajič is connected with the inflectional dictionary MorfFlex CZ (Hajič and Hlaváčová, 2013) . From MorfFlex CZ, the set of lexemes for the DeriNet database was extracted and, moreover, the dictionary has turned out to be an important source of information on morphographemic alternations in derivation; see Sect. 4. 7 Derivational relations are included in other language resources, too, though rather marginally. In Czech WordNet a set of 14 relations was implemented (Pala and Smrž, 2004; Pala and Hlaváčková, 2007) . In the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2006) , selected types of derivatives were represented by the lemma of their base word within the deep-syntactic annotation (Razímová and Žabokrtský, 2006) .
DeriNet database as a resource specialized in Czech derivation
A decision that we had to make at the start of the DeriNet project was whether pairs of base and target words with alternating graphemes will be linked together in the database, or whether they stay unconnected. The insufficient attention paid to alternations in Czech linguistics and in NLP of Czech in combination with the complicated nature of alternations were strong arguments against the inclusion of this issue into the semi-automatically constructed resource. On the other side, massive presence of alternations was the main argument in favour of including them into the database.
DeriNet is a large-coverage lexical resource specialized in derivational morphology of Czech; neither composition nor combined word-formation processes have been included so far. It is the only one freely available derivational resource for Czech and, in a broader context of European linguistics, it is in line with recent research in word formation; e.g. word-formation database for Latin (Litta et al., 2016) , Démonette for French (Hathout and Namer, 2014) , the language-independent approach by (Baranes and Sagot, 2014) , DerivBase.Hr for Croatian (Šnajder, 2014) , DerivBase for German (Zeller et al., 2013) , or CELEX for English, German and Dutch (Baayen et al., 1995) . 8 The design of DeriNet was based on Dokulil's understanding of word-formation nests as internally structured groups of all words based both formally and semantically 9 on the same base in contemporary language without regard to their real etymology (Dokulil, 1962 , p. 14, Dokulil et al., 1986 . Words (represented as nodes in DeriNet) are connected with a link (edge) if they are derivationally related; the edge is oriented from the base to the derivative. At most one base word may be identified for a derived word. Words that are directly and indirectly derived from a particular base word thus form an oriented graph (called derivational tree in the paper).
The current version of the database, DeriNet 1.4, 10 , contains nearly 1,012 thousand lexemes which were extracted from the MorfFlex CZ dictionary. The lexemes are interconnected with more than 774 thousand derivational links.
11 All types of alternations described in Sect. 3 have been included into DeriNet; the methods used are described in Sect. 4.
Morphographemic alternations in derivation of Czech

Delimitation of alternations, basic classification
An alternation is understood as a substitution of a grapheme by another one that occurred during derivation in addition to the proper affixation; the term is used both for the process of replacing a grapheme with another one in a particular morphosyntactic context and for the pair of graphemes occurring in a particular position of the base word and the target word, i.e. for the result of this process. The alternations are identified in a morpheme that is shared by the base and the derivative; cf. ex. (1) to (8) above. On the contrary, examples in (9) and (10) are not considered to contain alternations, the difference í vs. i in (9) being interpreted as a result of replacing the masculine suffix by the feminine one (resuffixation; Šimandl, 2016) , and a vs. á in (10) as resulting from the substitution of the inflectional ending for a suffix.
A grapheme alternates with another grapheme or with one of a closed set of graphemes; e.g. c changes into k in (11) or into č in (12). Due to this feature, Osolsobě (2002) describes alternations as a "regular" substitution. It is stressed, however, that the alternations are regular neither in the sense that a given grapheme is always affected by alternation in the given morphographemic context (see (5) vs. (6), and (7) vs. (8)), nor that they are related to a particular type of derivation (e.g. defined by the part-of-speech categories of the base and target word) or even to a particular wordformation type. For instance, the c>č alternation occurs in derivation of deverbal nouns (12) and in derivation of adjectives from nouns (13). In (14) the a>á alternation must be applied, otherwise the adjective vratný 'returnable' might be connected incorrectly with the noun vrata 'gate' (but it belongs to vrátit 'to return' with the reverse alternation á>a in (15)). In (16), the alternation is not present -if applied, the adjective slávistický 'belonging to supporters of Slávie' in (17) would be derived incorrectly.
(11) péc-t V 'to bake' é>e, c>k
(17) sláv-ist-a N 'supporter of the sport club Slávie' → sláv-ist-ický A 'belonging to the supporters of Slávie'
There are nearly 90 pairs of alternating graphemes in Czech. Since we model derivational relations as oriented from the base word to the derived one, the pairs of alternating graphemes are described as being oriented, too. The "base grapheme" (in the base) vs. the "target grapheme" (in the derivative) are discerned. Pairs of alternating graphemes differ in whether one of the them is always to be found as the base grapheme while the other one as the target grapheme across the lexicon, or if they are found in reverse order in other pairs of lexemes as well (so-called onedirectional vs. bidirectional alternations, respectively, according to Osolsobě, 2002; Ziková, 2015 , does not take orientation of the alternating graphemes into consideration). The h>z alternation in (18) is an example of the one-directional alternation in Czech. The graphemes ch and š enter the alternation ch>š on the one hand, and š>ch on the other ((19) vs. (20) ).
The following classification differentiates five types of vowel alternations (A to E), three types of consonant alternations (F to H), and a type of mixed alternations (I; Dokulil, 1962 , pp. 162ff, Osolsobě, 2002 . The vowel (i.e. vowel-to-vowel) alternations are classified according to the quantity and quality of the base and target graphemes:
A) in quantitative alternations, a vowel is substituted for the same vowel with opposite quantity (short vowels are lengthened (21), long vowels shortened (22)):
B) in qualitative alternations, a vowel is replaced by a different vowel with the same quantity:
C) in quantitative-qualitative alternations, a vowel in the base word is replaced by a qualitatively different vowel with opposite quantity in the target word:
D) vowel deletion can be described as a type of vowel alternations, too; a vowel (mostly e in Czech derivation) is substituted by a zero (vowel-zero alternation):
E) vowel insertion is described as a replacement of a zero by a vowel (zero-vowel alternation):
The following types of consonant-to-consonant alternations are applied in Czech: F) individual alternations when a single consonant is substituted by another one:
G) consonant deletion and insertion is peripheral in contemporary Czech, cf. deletions in verb-to-verb derivation (31) and in derivation from proper nouns of foreign origin (32), and insertion of the initial j (which is not a prefix) in (33) :
H) a substitution of a pair of consonants by a particular pair of consonants is called a group alternation:
I) In addition, in so-called mixed alternations, a vowel is replaced by a combination of a vowel and constant; this type is mostly found in deverbal derivation:
An alternative classification (into vowel-zero alternations, quantitative alternations, and palatalization alternations) was proposed by Ziková (2015) .
Distribution of morphographemic alternations
In Czech derivation, alternations affect almost the entire repertory of graphemes and all types of morphemes (and, assumably, a considerable part of the Czech lexicon).
12 Considering the repertory of graphemes in Czech, all vowels and consonants, except for p, b, f, v, m, and l, enter alternations. Both vowel and consonant alternations can occur at any position in a word, even at the first one ( (39) to (41)).
Individual alternating pairs differ in frequency. 13 According to an overall estimate provided by Osolsobě (2002) , a and á out of the vowels enter alternations most frequently (a changes into á, e, ě, and o, the long á into a, e, i, and í). The pairs s>š, k>c, and c>č are the most frequent consonant alternations. The vowel o and the consonant g alternate least frequently. Nevertheless, neither the quality nor the frequency of alternating graphemes allow for estimating the productivity of particular alternations (cf. Ziková, 2016a) .
Alternations affect all types of morphemes, namely prefixes, roots, and suffixes during derivation (and roots and suffixes during inflection, see the next subsection). Vowel lengthening (plus the alternations o>ů) occurs in prefixes, roots as well as suffixes, whereas other vowel alternations (shortening, qualitative alternations, and 12 The amount of words affected by alternations was preliminarily estimated in our study including 500 nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs (consisting of at least two characters, only the first of which was allowed to be uppercased) with the highest token frequency in the representative corpus of Czech (SYN2015, 120 million tokens; Křen et al., 2015) . 100 (20 %) out of the examined lemmas involved alternations with respect to their particular base words. For 271 (54.2 %) out of 500 lemmas, it was possible to find at least one derived word that was affected by alternations. The aim of the study was not to estimate the alternation frequency in the overall data collection. As "phonetic change often progresses often more quickly in items with high token frequency" (Bybee, 2001, p. 11; cf. also Bybee, 2007, p. 270) , less alternations are expected in words with lower frequency. We believe that a more precise picture of how alternations are distributed over the lexicon could be inferred from the DeriNet data. 13 Here and elsewhere in the paper, type frequency in the Czech lexicon is meant if we do not refer to a particular corpus or another data resource.
quantitative-qualitative alternations) are limited to roots and suffixes. Mixed alternations are limited to derivation from verbs and affect final vowels of the root morpheme (these alternations originate in inflection; see Sect. 4.3). Alternations with zero (in both directions) are prototypically found in roots, or less frequently, in suffixes. Consonants alternate mostly in the final position of the stem, forced by the added suffix. Group alternations affect either two final consonants of the stem, or the final consonant of the stem and the first one of the suffix.
In Appendix, we provide an exhaustive list of alternations as observed in the lexicon of contemporary Czech, specifically as manifested in writing. Neither the origin of the alternation, 14 nor the frequency or productivity in the lexicon were taken into consideration. Nearly 90 alternation pairs are listed in alphabetical order according to the form of the alternating grapheme in the base word. Each pair is given in a separate line, the direction of the alternation is of significance. If a pair of graphemes alternates in both directions, it is listed twice in the list (indicated with the note "bidir." with each of the directions). Each pair of alternating graphemes is followed by a set of examples with the particular alternation in prefix, root and suffix (if available). In the rightmost column, we tried to find counter-examples, documenting that a particular grapheme even in a close morphosyntactic context does not necessarily undergo the same change.
Alternations in derivation vs. in inflection
Most of the morphographemic alternations are found in both derivation and inflection. 15 There are only few pairs limited either to the former, or to the latter area; e.g. the é>í and é>ý alternations are found in derivation only (42), the g>z alternation exclusively in inflection (43). Apart from the distribution (alternations in inflection do not occur in prefixes), the alternations exhibit the same features in inflection as in derivation, esp. massive presence and irregularity. Dokulil (1962, p. 112) pointed out the complicated relations between alternations in a particular word and in a word derived from it. He examined the inflectional 14 We thus omit the difference (pointed out by Dokulil, 1962, pp. 11f) between alternations that are required by a certain word-formation type (they depend on the graphemic structure of the affix and are obligatory, or accompany a certain word-formation type) and alternations that are not -from the synchronic point of view -related to the particular word-formation type "and are thus not considered wordformation alternations" [translated by the author of the paper] (in spite of being systematic in diachrony; e.g. a>ě in svatý 'holy' → světec 'holy man'). 15 The question to which linguistic subdiscipline alternations belong to has been discussed across different approaches (see Brewer, 1980, or Bermúdez-Otero and McMahon, 2006 , for summaries).
paradigms of both the base and the derivative whether they share an alternation. Here is a simplified list of types based on Dokulil's findings:
1. the derivative (its lemma and all inflected forms) exhibits an alternation with respect to the lemma and all inflected forms of the base word (the particular alternation is not present in the inflectional paradigm of the base word): (44) The fact that the alternation observed between a base lemma and the lemma of the derivative can be found in inflectional forms of the base (as in the type 2 and 3) were employed in order to find base words for words with alternations in the root morpheme in DeriNet (see Sect. 4.4). The type 1 above and the relations between the inflectional forms of the derived word and of the base in 3 were not relevant for our purpose.
Alternations in the DeriNet database of derivational relations
In this section, the methods used for the establishment of derivational links in DeriNet are described; the main focus is on which type of morphographemic alternations was modelled by the individual method (for general aspects of the build-up of the database see Ševčíková and Žabokrtský, 2014b; Žabokrtský et al., 2016) . Stringsubstitution rules, which constitute the methodological core of our approach (Sect. 4.1 and 4.2), were efficient for modelling frequent alternations in the final grapheme of the stem. A significant portion of derivational relations, often with multiple alternations connected with deverbal derivation, was extracted from the inflectional dictionary MorfFlex CZ (Sect. 4.3). In order to cover alternations in roots that emerged for small groups of words or even for individual words only, inflectional paradigms were exploited for alternations and used for the search of the base-target pairs in DeriNet (Sect. 4.4). Alternations connected with prefixation of verbs were handled separately (Sect. 4.5).
Searching base adjectives for selected groups of derived words
The DeriNet database was initialised in 2013 to underpin the linguistic research project on deadjectival derivation in Czech with a solid data resource. In a set of lexemes extracted from a large corpus of Czech (Bojar et al., 2012) , base adjectives were searched for selected groups of derived words. Deadjectival nouns and adverbs were linked to the base adjectives using heuristics that were manually compiled as regular expressions substituting the final string of the derived word for an adjectival string. 16 For instance, the derivational rule in (49), based on the respective regular expression, was used to identify pairs of an adjective (A) ending in -ý and a noun (N) consisting of the same grapheme string except for the final -ost instead of the adjectival -ý. Only few analogous rules were sufficient to cover all nouns in -ost (cf. (50)) and to link most of the adverbs with their base adjectives (51).
At this phase, alternations did not seem to be a significant issue since they were not frequent in our sample of deadjectival derivation or, more precisely, many of the alternations were not mirrored in writing. For instance, in the most frequent group of deadjectival adverbs (with the suffix -ě), or in adjectives in -ičký and -inký, the final consonant of the root is palatalized in pronunciation but stays unpalatalized in writing as the palatalization is represented by the initial vowel of the suffix (52), (53).
There were only several hundreds of derived words with alternations in the data set in total. Alternations in the final graphemes of the stem were encoded in specific derivational rules such as (54) and (55). The entire word-formation type of deadjectival names of languages in -ina which includes a group alternation (sk>št or ck>čt) was possible to be covered only by two rules in (56).
In our data sample, only few base adjectives underwent alternations in the root. However, since there was a varied spectrum of vowel alternations in the roots and they occurred selectively with individual affixes (see (57) and (58)), base-target pairs with root alternations were identified individually and linked manually in the data. ├─╼ bílost N`whiteness' ├─┮ bělouš N`white (horse)' │ ├─┮ běloušek N`small white horse' │ │ └─╼ bělouškův A`small white horse's' │ └─╼ běloušův A`white horse's' ├─┮ bílek N`egg white' │ └─╼ bílkový A`made from egg white' ├─┮ bělásek N`white (butterfly)' │ └─╼ běláskův A`white butterfly's' ├─┮ bělost N`whiteness' │ └─┮ bělostný A`purely white' │ ├─╼ bělostnost N`pure whiteness' │ └─╼ bělostně D`pure white(ly)' ├─┮ běloch N`white man' │ ├─┮ běloška N`white woman' │ │ └─╼ běloščin A`white woman's' │ ├─╼ bělochův A`white man's' │ └─┮ bělošský A`white-men-like' │ ├─╼ bělošství N`white-men(ess)' │ ├─╼ bělošskost N`white-men(ess)' │ └─╼ bělošsky D`white-men-like' ├─┮ běloučký A`purely white' │ ├─╼ běloučce D`purely white(ly)' │ ├─╼ běloučkost N`pure whiteness' │ └─┮ superběloučký A`super-white' │ └─╼ superběloučce D`super-white(ly)' ├─┮ bílit V`to whiten' │ ├─╼ bílení N`whitening' │ ├─╼ bílený A`whitened' │ ├─╼ bílicí A`used for whitening' │ ├─╼ bílící A`whitening' │ └─╼ bílitelný A`whitenable' ├─┮ bělit V`to bleach' │ ├─╼ bělení N`bleaching' │ ├─╼ bělidlo N`bleaching ground' │ ├─╼ bělený A`bleached' │ ├─╼ bělicí A`used for bleaching' │ ├─╼ bělící A`bleaching' │ └─╼ bělitelný A`bleachable' ├─╼ bíle D`white(ly)' └─╼ bílo D`white(ly)'
Figure 1. Derivational tree with the root adjective bílý
A derivational tree with the root adjective bílý 'white' is displayed in Fig. 1 . 17 In the tree, each lexeme is connected by an edge with its direct base word; each edge thus corresponds to a single derivational step. There are five nouns derived directly from bílý, namely bílost, bělouš, bílek, bělásek, bělost, and běloch, as listed from the top to the bottom of the tree. The noun běloch is the base word for the noun běloška and for two adjectives (bělochův, bělošský); on the latter adjective, three other lexemes (bělošskost, bělošství, bělošsky) are based (see the tree for English equivalents).
The adjectival data, under the title AdjDeriNet, were published in 2014 (consisting of app. 18 thousand adjectives with more than 26 thousand nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs derived from them; Ševčíková and Žabokrtský, 2014a).
Alternations in string-substitution rules
The decision to overcome the limitation to deadjectival derivation and to extend the repertory of derivational relations (with the ambition of identifying as many derivational relations in the data as possible) was connected with an attempt to automatize the process of identification of the candidate base-target pairs.
Based on the assumption that lemmas that share a sufficiently long sequence of characters are likely to be derivationally related, pairs of lemmas with a high string similarity (from the left-most character) were identified automatically and, subsequently, grouped according to the strings in which the pair members differed. The differing suffix strings were formalized as string-substitution rules for app. 400 most frequent groups. Out of the list of rules thus obtained, 35 rules were manually selected that reliably corresponded to derivational relations of a base word and a word immediately derived from it. 18 As the next step, the direction of the relation was determined in the rules. The string of the base word was mostly shorter than the corresponding string in the target word; see (59). A single rule often matched several word-formation types; e.g. the first rule in (59) covers derivation of feminine profession nouns from masculine counterparts as well as diminutivization of feminine nouns, the third rule deverbal derivation of both agentive nouns and instrument nouns. Only three out of 35 rules involved alternations, namely an alternation in the final consonant of the stem (60).
The set of 35 rules was applied to the data in order to find candidate pairs of basetarget words. Incorrect candidate pairs were excluded manually; e.g. in (61) both the suggested base and target nouns are directly derived from the verb rýt 'to engrave' (in examples, the correct base word follows in parentheses). A significant portion of the excluded pairs was defective due to the inappropriate approach to alternations (62).
A significantly larger list of (app. 450) string-substitution rules was compiled manually from a representative grammar of Czech (Karlík et al., 2000) . As compared to the automatically extracted rules used in the previous step, the manually compiled rules concerned less frequent word-formation types (for instance, deverbal nouns denoting actions, or collective nouns derived from nouns (63)) and, moreover, some of them included highly frequent morphographemic alternations of all types (vowel insertion and deletion, quantitative vowel alternations, and palatalization). Thus, for instance, the rules in (64) match derivation of feminine profession nouns from masculines without an alternation and with the alternation c>č, which is very frequent with this word-formation type. Similarly, the second rule in (65) includes a frequent vowel deletion that is associated with the derivation of adjectives from nouns. The application of the rules on the data was followed by manual annotation of incorrect base-target pairs, similarly as with the automatically extracted rules. Since so far we were able to cover only alterations explicitly encoded in the stringsubstitution rules the amount of which was still rather limited, an experiment was carried out that allowed alternations in stems during application of both automatically extracted and manually compiled rules. A total of 18 vowel alternations and 10 consonant alternations were selected in advance and applied mechanically together with each string-substitution rule. No more than one alternation was allowed in each pair in order to prevent unmanageable overgeneration of base-target candidate pairs. Nevertheless, if the alternation was applied together with a string-substitution rule that encoded an alternation too, derivations with up to two alternations might be covered for the first time (66). Examples of incorrectly suggested pairs were rejected by a human annotator (67). In total, alternations were applied with more than 1,600 derivational links confirmed within the manual annotation; see the frequency list in Table 1 .
Application of string-substitution rules was extremely efficient. The steps described in this subsection yielded 350 thousand derivational relations in DeriNet 1.4.
Alternations extracted from the MorfFlex CZ dictionary
Another considerable portion of derivational links in the DeriNet database was extracted from the MorfFlex CZ dictionary. In MorfFlex CZ, derivational information was encoded as a part of the so-called technical suffix of the lemma (Hajič, 2004; 24 Hana et al., 2005) . The technical suffix *2t in (68) means that by substituting two final graphemes of the lemma for the grapheme t, the base of the adjective is reconstructed (the verb hubnout 'to lose weight').
(68) hubnoucí_^(*2t) 'losing weight' MorfFlex CZ was exploited to identify base words for high-frequency groups of words derived mostly from verbs. Derivation from verbs in Czech is specific in that inflected verbal forms rather than the infinitive itself often serve as the base word in derivation. However, since individual verb forms are not involved in DeriNet and are all represented by the infinitive, words derived from different verbal forms had to be linked up to the particular infinitive in the database. Radical changes in the formal shape of deverbal adjectives with respect to the base infinitive are demonstrated in (69) and (70), the changes though do not in fact relate to derivation, but are to be traced back to the inflection (the respective verbal form that entered the derivation is given in square brackets after the infinitive). The formation of deverbal adjectives from transgressives (69) and participles (70) is thus very close to inflection and has been discussed as a transition zone between inflection and derivation in Czech (Dokulil, 1962, pp. 44; Karlík et al., 2000, pp. 172f In addition to the deverbal derivation, the technical suffixes were related to possessive adjectives derived from nouns, which are another word-formation type from the transition zone between derivation and inflection. Some of the most frequent technical suffixes exploited in DeriNet are listed in Table 2 . For each suffix, an example lemma is provided and the suffix information is reformulated as a base-target pair.
As for morphographemic alternations, the technical suffixes *3at and *3it are examples of vowel alternations in the final grapheme of the stem; vowel deletion is encoded in the last technical suffix in Table 2 .
Derivational information from the technical suffixes in MorfFlex CZ was used to establish 399 thousand derivational links in DeriNet 1.4.
Exploiting inflectional paradigms for description of alternations in derivation
Although alternations were included in each of the methods reported on so far, we were still not satisfied with the coverage of lexemes with alternations. Therefore, a method was proposed that targeted specifically at connecting derived words containing alternations with the correct base word. It focused on alternations that were difficult to cover with the methods described above, especially on changes occurring 
bílení_^(*3it) bílit V 'to whiten' → bílení N 'whitening' (see Fig. 1 )
"deeper" in the root morpheme and on vowel deletion in suffixes. We exploited the fact that alternations which are identified in derived words with respect to their base words might be identical with those observed in the inflectional paradigm of the respective base word (cf. an analogous approach for French by Bonami et al., 2009) . Since lemmas in DeriNet were taken from the inflectional dictionary MorfFlex CZ and both resources are interconnected, information on inflection of DeriNet lemmas is easily accessible. The core issue that alternations are not marked in MorfFlex CZ has been overcome by a provisional, rather technical solution. Each lemma was compared letter-wise from left to right against each of its inflected forms. At least one final grapheme of the inflected form was supposed to be the inflectional ending and thus was not included into the comparison. The inflectional string was marked as containing an alternation, if at any position the character in the lemma differed from that in the inflected form and the pair of differing characters was found in the list of 30 alternations pairs.
19 Due to the alternations e>0 and 0>e, the lemma might be longer then the inflected substring (71), or the other way round (72). Inflectional strings with one to three alternations with respect to the lemma ("alternated strings") were identified. For a single lemma, more formally different alternated strings could be listed (72). The list of lemmas and corresponding alternated strings was used as input data for the string-substitution rules compiled in the previous steps of the annotation process. The string-substitution (esp. string-adding) rules were applied to the alternated strings instead of to the lemma and the existence of output string suggested by the rule was attested in the data. Manual annotation confirmed app. 2,300 derivational relations that have not been identified so far.
For instance, the rule in (73) was applied on the alternated string from (71) in order to create a link to a derived adjective; the first one out of the alternated strings in (72) turned out to be most effective for creating links between dvůr and its derivatives (74).
(73) N->A-í: krkavec N 'raven' / krkavč → krkavčí A 'belonging to raven'
Alternations in derivation of verbs from verbs
Derivation of verbs from verbs was addressed separately. In Czech, verbs are derived from verbs by suffixation and prefixation. Prefixation is even prevailing in formation of verbs whereas suffixes predominate over prefixes in derivation of other part-of-speech categories in Czech. Deverbal derivation of verbs is connected with a significant amount of alternations.Deverbal prefixation and suffixation of verbs are both closely interconnected with the category of aspect.
20
Prefixation either changes imperfective verbs into perfective ones (see the pure aspectual pair of verbs in (75)), or modifies the lexical meaning of an imperfective ( (77) and (76)) or perfective verb (resulting in another perfective; (78)). In monosyllabic verbs with a long vowel, the vowel is shortened during prefixation systematically (in addition to (75) and (76), verbs znát 'to know', brát 'to take', hnát 'to ride' belong to this group). Suffixation is used especially to form imperfective counterparts from perfective verbs (79), to derive iterative verbs from imperfectives (80), or secondary imperfectives from prefixed perfectives (81).
21 Suffixation is connected mostly with donaootpodepři-roze-uvý-zá-bez-dů-ná-obotepropří-s-ú-vzzedeinnadobe-papře-pů-sevvze-znedes-konade-odpopřed-resou-ve-zzudez-kon-neode-pod-přede-roz-sub-vy-zazů- alternations in the root morpheme that are often specific for the particular pair of verbs or are limited to small groups of verbs. As in the existing valency lexicon of Czech verbs Vallex (Lopatková et al., 2015) relations between aspectual pairs of verbs derived by suffixation are explicitly marked, we decided to extract these pairs as the first step in our task of creating derivational relations between verbs in DeriNet. Pairs of verbs that are not in a derivational relation (e.g. suppletive aspectual pairs such as brát Vimpf 'to take' -vzít Vpf 'to take') were excluded from the list. The usage of an existing, reliable lexical resource was preferred to the above presented methods (particularly string-substitution rules) precisely because of the heterogeneous nature of alternations in this type of suffixation. Second, a list of app. 50 prefixes used in deverbal derivation of verbs (vocalized variants listed as separate items; Table 3 ) was compiled and used to search Vallex for verbs that are derivationally related to the verbs in the extracted list of aspectual pairs. In these two steps, more than 3,100 verbs were found and preliminarily organized into 660 derivational families with a scope reaching from several tens of verbs (cf. families with the verbs psát Vimpf 'to write' or skočit Vpf 'to jump') up to pairs of verbs such as šít Vimpf 'to sew', ušít Vpf 'to finish sewing'.
The inner organization of the derivational families into a derivational tree consisting of oriented binary relations could not be inferred unambiguously from the data itself since there are complicated interconnections between the verbs with respect to (cf. ex. (77) to (80)).
the form and aspectual characteristics that allow to organize the verbs in several competing ways. For instance, when modelling relations between the verbs skočit Vpf 'to jump', skákat Vimpf 'to jump', vyskočit Vpf 'to jump out', and vyskákat Vpf 'to jump out', the last verb can be interpreted either as the perfective counterpart of vyskočit formed through suffixation, or as a prefixed perfective derived from skákat. We preferred the prefixation (to creation of aspectual pairs by suffixation) to be a more important organizational principle in DeriNet, therefore, the latter interpretation was chosen in (77) and is mirrored in the tree structure on the left-hand side in Fig. 2 ; the former, refused interpretation corresponds to the tree on the right. The compared trees differ from the point of view of alternations; the preferred organization is connected with alternations along the single edge skočit Vpf 'to jump' → skákat Vimpf 'to jump'. The following general guidelines for the inner organization of the derivational families into trees were specified:
• if an unprefixed aspectual pair is available in the derivational family (i.e. the aspectual pair differs in suffixes), the perfective verb is the root of the tree: e.g. skočit Vpf 'to jump' → skákat Vimpf 'to jump' • if only an unprefixed imperfective is available with a prefixed perfective counterpart, the imperfective verb is the root of the tree: e.g. šít Vimpf 'to sew' → ušít Vpf 'to finish sewing' • all prefixed perfectives are derived from the unprefixed counterpart; the counterpart is either perfective, e.g. e.g. skákat Vimpf 'to jump' → skákávat Vimpf.iter 'to jump' . Having the derivational families organized into the tree structures (see Fig. 3 ), further verbs were searched for in the DeriNet data, using all pieces of information avail- able so far (in particular, string-substitution rules based on the tree structures and list of prefixes). The items were added into the derivational trees according to the guidelines. Compare the simplified derivational trees of the adjective bílý A 'white' in Fig. 4 ; the simplification consists in displaying verbal nodes only (nodes of other part-of-speech categories were omitted). The procedure described in Sect. 4.5 resulted in nearly 23 thousand new derivational relations in total. Since the newly connected verbs were mostly roots of subtrees consisting of direct and indirect deverbal derivatives, the new links led to connection of a number of trees into a structure with an extremely high number of nodes. 
Discussion and conclusions
In the paper, morphographemic alternations were approached from the perspective of semi-automatic modelling of derivational relations in the language resource specialized in derivational morphology of Czech. Methods of creating derivational links in DeriNet were presented with a focus on alternations covered by each of the methods. The method of exploiting inflectional paradigms developed specifically for dealing with alternations with respect to individual lexemes (Sect. 4.4) was less efficient (in terms of absolute frequency of created derivational links) than the stringsubstitution rules and derivational information from MorfFlex CZ, but it confirmed the feasibility and, also, usefulness of integrating inflectional information into description of derivation. As inflectional resources are elaborated for Czech more comprehensively than derivational data, which seems to be the case for other languages as well, the possible profits should be further explored.
─┮ bílý A`white' ├─┮ bílit Vimpf`to whiten' │ ├─╼ bílívat Vimpf.iter`to whiten' │ ├─╼ dobílit Vpf`to finish whitening' │ ├─╼ nabílit Vpf`to paint white' │ ├─╼ obílit Vpf`to whitewash' │ ├─╼ přebílit Vpf`to whitewash once more' │ ├─╼ vybílit Vpf`to finish whitewashing' │ └─╼ zabílit Vpf`to cover with whitewash' └─┮ bělit Vimpf`to bleach' ├─╼ bělívat Vimpf.iter`to bleach' ├─╼ nabělit Vpf`to finish bleaching' ├─┮ probělit Vpf`to bleach partially' │ └─┮ probělovat Vimpf`to bleach partially' │ └─╼ probělovávat Vimpf.iter`to make lighter' ├─╼ předbělit Vpf`to bleach preliminarily' └─┮ vybělit Vpf`to make lighter' └─┮ vybělovat Vimpf`to make lighter' └─╼ vybělovávat Vimpf.iter`to make lighter' However, there are still words with alternations that we have not been able to treat so far. The following examples of some significant groups indicate the diversity of problems encountered when extending the coverage of the annotation:
• words with more alternations occurring in a single derivation step; one or more of the alternations usually correlate with alternations in inflection, the other one is in the final grapheme of the stem: • deverbal nouns are often both formally and semantically based on the whole aspectual pair of verbs (vysloužit Vpf 'to earn', vysluhovat Vimpf 'to earn'); a lin-guistically adequate solution is to be developed that would enable to connect a word with more than one parent though it is not a compound (without being fused with compounds), etc. The approach to alternations in DeriNet is to be interpreted as the first step in the data-based description of alternations in Czech derivation. The next step is the automatic morphemic segmentation, which makes it possible to look at alternations in connection with particular morphemes. The DeriNet data are expected to be helpful in developing the tools for morphemic segmentation, which is still missing for Czech. For instance, consonant alternations can be detected as an important formal feature indicating the root-suffix (ex. (86) 
